Introduction {#S1}
============

Virtual realities (VRs) are powerful tools to examine how brains interact with the world through behavior^[@R1]--[@R8]^. For example, VR arenas allow experimenters to systematically modify the sensory consequences of behavioral outputs in order to analyze how brains generate predictions and plan behaviors^[@R9]^. Because animals in a VR can be physically restrained, neuronal activity can be measured during behavior using optical or electrophysiological methods that cannot be applied in freely moving animals^[@R2],[@R10]--[@R14]^. VRs therefore offer unique opportunities for mechanistic analyses of brain functions such as object perception, learning and memory, and social behavior.

Higher brain functions involve transformations of activity patterns across distributed populations of neurons that can be measured using optical methods^[@R15]--[@R17]^. In small animals such as *Drosophila*, most neurons are accessible to high-resolution optical imaging approaches^[@R12]^, allowing for exhaustive and detailed analyses of neuronal population dynamics. In vertebrates, however, the fraction of optically accessible neurons is often severely constrained. Exceptions are small teleosts such as *Danionella translucida*, which is sufficiently small and transparent for optical activity measurements even at adult stages^[@R18]^. However, the behavioral repertoire has not been explored in detail and molecular tools are only beginning to be developed. In zebrafish, optical measurements of neuronal activity have been performed at embryonic and larval stages up to seven days post fertilization^[@R13],[@R16],[@R19]--[@R22]^. At these stages, fish are transparent and can be restrained in agarose but neuronal circuits are immature and the behavioral repertoire is dominated by reflex-like sensory-motor behaviors with limited potential for plasticity. Adult zebrafish have a broader behavioral repertoire that includes social interactions, complex innate behaviors, various forms of learning and cognitive behaviors that do not occur in larvae^[@R20],[@R23]--[@R26]^. In principle, adult zebrafish brains are still sufficiently small to perform high resolution optical imaging and dense reconstructions of neuronal wiring diagrams throughout many brain areas^[@R20],[@R27],[@R28]^. The adult zebrafish is therefore a promising vertebrate model for mechanistic analyses of higher brain functions. However, methods for high-resolution activity measurements during complex behaviors are still lacking.

Activity measurements in adult zebrafish have previously been performed in brain explants^[@R29]^, precluding simultaneous analyses of behavior. Here we developed procedures for two-photon calcium imaging of neural activity in head-restrained adult zebrafish during behavior in a high-resolution VR. We confirmed that adult zebrafish in the VR show regular spontaneous swimming and affiliative behavior to movies of conspecifics. By perturbing visuo-motor feedback during self-generated movements we found neurons in multiple telencephalic brain areas that responded specifically to the mismatch between the expected and the actual visual input, consistent with models of predictive processing^[@R30]--[@R32]^.

Results {#S2}
=======

Head fixation and virtual reality for adult zebrafish {#S3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Because adult zebrafish cannot be immobilized in agarose we developed a method for stable head fixation. The skull of adult zebrafish consists of five major sets of bones, four of which are thin (\<100 μm) and do not provide sufficient stability. The fifth set, in contrast, is very solid and surrounds the brain ventrally and laterally from the nostrils to the spinal cord ([Fig. 1a,b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We used tissue glue and dental cement to bilaterally attach small L-shaped head bars to this set of bones at a specific site lateral to the cerebellum that is not covered by muscle or connective tissue ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We immobilized individual fish by attaching the head bars to a solid mount. We then placed the fish in a 3D virtual environment that was defined using open-source software for game development and projected onto the walls of a custom-made tank (180 ° field of view; [Fig. 1c-f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). High resolution for presentations of naturalistic visual stimuli was achieved by three projectors arranged at 60 ° ([Fig. 1c,e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The virtual environment consisted of a circular arena with textured surfaces and two short tunnels ([Fig. 1f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The virtual movement of the fish was restricted to an elliptic area in the center by an invisible wall, preventing fish from entering the tunnels. We detected tail movements of the fish by video imaging from below using infrared illumination. To create a closed-loop VR the virtual swimming trajectory of head-fixed fish in a horizontal plane was predicted from the curvature of the tail and the projection was updated accordingly in real time (50 Hz). Symmetric tail undulations resulted in forward translation in the VR, which was implemented by triggering translations on the zero-crossings of the caudal tail curvature. Asymmetric tail movements resulted in an initial change in heading direction, followed by a brief forward movement ([Fig. 1g](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

It is not possible to reproduce the exact kinematics of natural motor behavior in the VR because head-fixation results in reactive forces on the body that do not occur during free swimming. Moreover, virtual swimming was restricted to a horizontal plane and fish received no vestibular feedback. Our goal was therefore to establish conditions in which fish swim spontaneously in the VR and show specific behavioral responses to sensory stimuli. When we decoupled the VR from motor output (open-loop), head-fixed fish often showed irregular, high-amplitude tail beats ("struggling") and subsequently entered a prolonged period of inactivity. In closed-loop, we initialized gains to default values and fine-adjusted them for each fish to minimize struggling and inactivity ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under these conditions, fish performed repetitive swims over long periods of time, resembling the discrete "bout-and-glide" swimming pattern of unrestrained zebrafish ([Supplementary Figs. 4,5](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Behavioral responses to naturalistic visual stimuli {#S4}
---------------------------------------------------

We next examined behavioral responses to visual stimuli. Freely swimming adult zebrafish are visually attracted to conspecifics behind a transparent divider^[@R33],[@R34]^ or to images and movies of other zebrafish^[@R35]^. We tracked freely swimming adult fish in a rectangular tank while we presented visual stimuli behind the opposing small walls for 20 s. One stimulus was a movie of a shoal of three adult zebrafish in a tank whereas the other stimulus was a static image of the empty tank ([Supplementary Fig. 6a](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). During stimulus presentation, fish spent more time near the movie of the shoal, as visualized by probability maps ([Supplementary Fig. 6b](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, n = 64 fish). Quantitative analysis of a side preference index confirmed that fish spent significantly more time on the side where the movie was presented ([Supplementary Fig. 6c](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, p = 10^-10^, paired t-test versus pre-movie period, n = 64 fish). Hence, freely swimming fish were attracted to movies of conspecifics, consistent with previous results.

Head-fixed fish in the VR in the absence of stimulus presentations frequently circled the environment, similar to the spontaneous behavior of unrestrained fish. When we presented stimuli in the two tunnels ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; duration: 40 s -- 300 s), fish frequently stopped circling when they encountered the tunnel showing the shoal and performed persistent directional swims towards the shoal ([Fig. 2b--d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Video 1](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We did not observe this behavior when fish encountered the tunnel showing the empty tank. The fraction of time spent close to the stimulus was higher when the shoal was present ([Fig. 2e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; 16.7% vs. 10.4%; p = 0.038, Wilcoxon rank sum test) and the side preference index was significantly biased towards the shoal ([Fig. 2f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; p = 0.0096, t-test, n = 46 fish). These results demonstrate that visual attraction to movies of conspecifics was retained in the VR.

When we replaced each of the three fish in the movie by a vertical black ellipse of matching size that followed the same motion patterns, fish occasionally also stopped circling in the VR when they encountered the movie ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, this behavior was rare and circling usually resumed during movie presentation. The fraction of time spent close to the movie was not significantly different from the no-movie condition, and we did not observe a significant change in the side preference index ([Fig. 2b-f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, fraction of time near movie = 7.8%, p = 0.36, Wilcoxon rank sum test; side preference index: p = 0.81, t-test, n = 46 fish). Nevertheless, the heading direction was significantly biased towards the movie of ellipses ([Fig. 2g](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, p \< 0.001 for ellipse movie vs. empty tank and fish movie vs. empty tank, respectively, Kuiper's test). Adult zebrafish therefore oriented towards the movie of ellipses without actively approaching it. These results reveal different behavioral responses to movies of conspecifics and abstract shapes, illustrating the potential of the VR for systematic analyses of behavioral responses to complex visual stimuli.

Imaging Neuronal Population Activity during Behavior {#S5}
----------------------------------------------------

To explore *in vivo* imaging in adult zebrafish we measured point spread functions and imaged neurons using a two-photon microscope. Although the skull influenced optical resolution ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we could resolve individual somata and neurites up to a depth of \>200 μm below the brain surface (not including the thickness of the skull; [Supplementary Figs. 8,9](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which comprises approximately 30% of the pallium. To measure neuronal activity in the dorsal telencephalon we performed two-photon calcium imaging in Tg(neuroD:GCaMP6f) fish^[@R36]^. Photons of the VR were temporally segregated from fluorescence measurements by exclusive gating of the projectors' LEDs and the photomultiplier tube ([Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Maximum projections of image series (8000 frames at 30 Hz) along the time axis usually revealed no obvious blurring ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that motion artifacts were negligible. In addition, we analyzed image motion in Tg(SAGFF212C:Gal4), Tg(UAS:ArchT-GFP) fish^[@R37]^, which express the fluorescent transmembrane protein ArchT-GFP in sparsely distributed telencephalic neurons ([Supplementary Fig. 10](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We acquired image series when the VR was off and fish showed episodes of struggling that were longer and more vigorous than regular swim events ([Supplementary Fig. 11](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nonetheless, image shifts were small (usually \<0.3 μm; rarely \>1 μm) and reversible after cessation of tail movements ([Fig. 3b-i](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Video 2](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To assess long-term stability we manually tracked individual somata and found that 67 ± 8% of somata could be identified throughout image series of 30 min (n = 224 neurons from 8 fish; [Fig. 3j](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A linear fit yielded a median half-life of 49 min for individual neurons without adjustments of the focal plane.

We measured neuronal activity in different fields of view in the dorsal telencephalon of individual Tg(neuroD:GCaMP6f) fish ([Fig. 4a,b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; first 200 μm; 7 image series with a total of 54000 frames per field of view). We distinguished four telencephalic areas: (1) Dm (medial zone of the dorsal telencephalon; likely to be homologous to the basolateral amygdala and related areas^[@R38]^), (2) the dorsorostral (rDc) and (3) dorsocaudal (cDc) parts of area Dc (central zone of the dorsal telencephalon; presumably related to isocortex^[@R39],[@R40]^), and (4) the dorsal part of Dl (lateral zone of the dorsal telencephalon; potentially related to hippocampus^[@R41]^). During spontaneous swimming in the VR, individual neurons in all brain areas showed sparse and discrete fluorescence transients. We first highlighted active neurons by a maximum projection of pixel intensities along the time axis of each image series (267 s; 8000 frames) after subtracting the mean ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis revealed a region in Dl with a high density of active neurons ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this observation, spontaneous neuronal activity was significantly higher in Dl than in other regions (p \< 0.001, two-sided t-test, n = 26 fish, [Fig. 4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine whether activity of individual neurons was modulated by swimming we first estimated the fluctuations in action potential (AP) probability underlying the observed somatic calcium transients using a convolutional neural network ("Elephant")^[@R42]^ ([Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We then calculated the difference in AP probability Δp in 0.5 s time windows before and after the onset of swim bouts for individual neurons. As a control, we triggered the same analysis on random time points. Neurons were considered swim-modulated when the distribution of Δp was significantly different between swim-triggered and randomly triggered conditions (one-sided t-test with p \< 0.05, [Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The probability of observing swim-modulated activity was higher in cDc (9.4%, 158/1675 neurons) and rDc (7.9%, 233/2941) than in Dl (5.5%, 438/7967) or Dm (3.7%, 275/7449; [Fig. 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Analysis of predictive processing in the virtual reality {#S6}
--------------------------------------------------------

We exploited the VR to analyze predictive neural processing in zebrafish by manipulating sensory-motor feedback. The theoretical framework of predictive processing assumes that brains generate internal models of the world and suppress responses to predictable sensory inputs through top-down projections. As a consequence, bottom-up projections transmit error signals, rather than primary sensory information, and these error signals are used to update the internal model^[@R30],[@R32]^. This process has been proposed to allow for experience-dependent learning of structures in the world and to drive not only sensory-motor behavior but also cognitive processes such as the inference of the mental states and actions of other individuals^[@R43]^. A key prediction of classical predictive processing models is that unexpected sensory inputs elicit neuronal responses that cannot be explained by sensory inputs or motor output alone but encode the mismatch between the expected and the actual sensory input. Error signals consistent with this assumption have been described in various vertebrate brain areas^[@R32],[@R44]--[@R46]^. However, detailed characterizations of these error signals and the underlying circuitry are rare^[@R47]^.

We generated brief episodes of visuomotor mismatch by introducing left-right reversals to the angular update of the VR for 5 -- 10 s without modifying forward swimming ([Fig. 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Video 3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; mean duration: 7.5 s; mean inter-event interval: 5 min). Hence, the VR rotated opposite to the expected direction during swim bouts. These perturbations frequently triggered a distinct sequence of motor outputs with a variable delay ([Supplementary Video 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Supplementary Figs. 11, 12](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Behavioral responses typically started with 1 -- 5 unilateral bends of the caudal tail with increasing frequency and amplitude that resembled J-turns, a motor motif that rotates the body axis^[@R48]^. These movements were followed by vigorous and irregular movements of the entire tail. Using these motor features we manually annotated behavioral responses to perturbation (BREPs) in each trial ([Fig. 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We then divided the time after perturbation onset into two phases: the pre-BREP period, corresponding to the delay between perturbation onset and the BREP, and the BREP period, corresponding to the time between BREP onset and the end of the 10 s analysis time window.

The duration of the pre-BREP period varied substantially between trials ([Supplementary Fig. 12](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; median = 2.1 s, 25^th^ - 75^th^ percentile = 1.2 -- 4.1 s). During this period, animals continued to perform short periodic swims ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) with an intensity and temporal structure that were not significantly different from swims during normal visuomotor coupling ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, pairwise t-test, p = 0.07). Tail movement intensity during the subsequent BREP period, in contrast, was significantly higher than the intensity during normal visuomotor coupling ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; pairwise t-test against normal coupling, p \< 0.001, n = 26 animals; [Supplementary Fig. 11](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). During the pre-BREP period, fish therefore received unexpected visual input without an obvious change in motor output.

We measured neuronal activity during brief VR perturbations in 2 -- 8 fields of view per fish to sample activity in Dm, cDc, rDc and Dl (1 -- 7 perturbations per field of view). We detected a significant response to the perturbation in 882 out of 7090 neuron-perturbation pairs (12.2%) from 26 animals (Dm 9.2%, 233/2520 neuron-perturbation pairs; cDc 15.0%, 121/805; rDc 19.4%, 171/882; Dl 12.4%, 357/2883; see [Methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"} for the definition of responses). To further characterize this activity we first clustered the 882 responses based on their temporal activity profile and found that the average activity was increased before the onset of the BREP in 5 out of 11 clusters ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, a substantial fraction of neuronal responses preceded the BREP.

Analyses of individual neuronal responses confirmed this observation ([Fig. 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). To compare these responses to activity related to spontaneous swims we identified swim events similar to BREPs during normal visuomotor coupling ("spontaneous strong swims"; swim duration \>2 seconds). Across fish, the probability of detecting a response following the onset of a strong swim was 2.5 ± 0.6 % (mean ± s.e.m., n = 26 fish; total of 64600 neuron-swim pairs) and not significantly different from the probability of observing a significant response around randomly chosen time points (2.6 ± 0.2 %, mean ± s.e.m., n = 26 fish; total of 35450 time points; p = 0.13, two-sided t-test). Both of these probabilities were significantly lower than the probability of observing a response following a VR perturbation (13.4 ± 1.1%, mean ± s.e.m., n = 26 fish; total of 7090 neuron-perturbation pairs; p = 10^-14^ and 10^-14^, two-sided t-test; [Fig. 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). VR perturbations therefore evoked neuronal responses that are unlikely to reflect only enhanced motor output.

For further analyses we divided responses into two subsets depending on whether their onset occurred before the transition in motor behavior (pre-BREP responses, n = 382) or thereafter (BREP responses, n = 500; [Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). During normal visuomotor coupling, activity was modulated by swimming in 16.5% (63/382) of the pre-BREP responses but only in 2.8% (14/500) of the BREP responses. Hence, the probability of swim-modulation was substantially higher in pre-BREP responses than across all responses to VR perturbations (5.6%, p \< 0.001, X^2^ test). Consistent with this observation, the mean activity increased sharply at the onset of swim bouts in pre-BREP responses but not in BREP responses ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The modulation of pre-BREP responses by swimming may reflect sensory responses to visual input or motor-related activity. Alternatively, pre-BREP responses may represent an error signal that arises from a mismatch between the expectation of the animal and the actual sensory feedback. To distinguish between these possibilities we identified pre-BREP responses that were swim-modulated (n = 63) and compared the swim-triggered average AP probability during two conditions: (1) spontaneous swims during normal visuomotor coupling, and (2) swims during the pre-BREP period. The swim-modulated activity was substantially higher during the pre-BREP period ([Fig. 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) while the intensity and temporal structure of motor output were indistinguishable from spontaneous swims during normal visuo-motor coupling ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, enhanced activity during the pre-BREP period cannot be explained by changes in motor output or visual flow amplitude, implying that it was caused by the unexpected direction of visual flow during active swimming.

We next identified neurons that responded during the pre-BREP phase when the visuomotor perturbation evoked a BREP (positive trials) and examined their activity during trials when the perturbation failed to evoke a BREP (negative trials; n = 65 neurons). Neurons showed a strong increase in neuronal activity in positive trials but not in negative trials ([Fig.6d,e](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; pairwise t-test, p \<0.001). The activity in positive trials increased prior to the onset of BREPs ([Fig. 6d](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and predicted the occurrence of the BREP ([Supplementary Fig. 13f](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), consistent with the hypothesis that responses during the pre-BREP phase represent a behaviorally relevant prediction error.

In all telencephalic areas examined, changes in neuronal activity occurred more frequently during the pre-BREP or BREP phase ([Fig. 6f](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) than at randomly chosen time points ([Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Pre-BREP responses were more abundant in rDc than in other brain areas, while BREP responses were more abundant in both rDc and cDc ([Fig. 6f](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These results demonstrate that a substantial fraction of telencephalic neurons respond to a mismatch between expectation and sensory feedback, thus representing a sensory-motor prediction error.

Discussion {#S7}
==========

We established a closed-loop VR system for optical measurements of neuronal activity during behavior in head-fixed adult zebrafish. Traditionally, higher brain functions of vertebrates are studied in rodents and primates but the large size of the brain severely constrains the fraction of optically accessible neurons in these species. Large-scale imaging of neuronal activity is possible in larval zebrafish^[@R16],[@R22]^ but their potential to study associative learning, social interactions or cognitive behaviors is limited. Other small vertebrates such as *Danionella translucida*^[@R18]^ are not well established as animal models. We therefore focused on adult zebrafish, which exhibit a rich repertoire of behaviors and allow for imaging of neuronal population activity throughout the dorsal pallium with single-neuron resolution. We measured activity across brain areas that are difficult to target simultaneously in mammals, including the proposed homologs of the basolateral amygdala (Dm), the isocortex (Dc) and part of the hippocampus (Dl). Conceivably, non-invasive optical access to deeper structures could be achieved using adaptive optics or three-photon imaging^[@R49],[@R50]^. Hence, activity measurements in behaving adult zebrafish offer opportunities to analyze neuronal population activity during complex behaviors. Moreover, the zebrafish brain offers exceptional opportunities to study the ontogeny and maturation of neural circuit functions in a vertebrate.

Large-scale optical measurements of neuronal activity have recently been achieved in freely moving larval zebrafish using a specialized tracking technique^[@R22]^ but this approach cannot easily be scaled to adults. Juvenile and adult zebrafish can be examined in a VR designed for freely moving animals^[@R8]^ but this method does not permit simultaneous activity measurements. A VR for head-fixed zebrafish cannot fully emulate physical reality and principal constraints restrict the potential for kinematic analyses of motor output^[@R3],[@R8]^. Nonetheless, swimming behavior of head-fixed adult zebrafish in the closed-loop VR resembled free swimming in the home tank and fish showed differential and directional behavioral responses to visual stimuli. Our approach therefore enables measurements and manipulations of neuronal population activity in adult zebrafish during complex behaviors.

We briefly and specifically manipulated interactions of animals with their environment to test the hypothesis that telencephalic neurons represent sensorimotor prediction errors, which are key elements in models of predictive processing^[@R30],[@R32]^. Prominent error signals were observed in multiple areas of the dorsal telencephalon, indicating that error detection is a prominent computation in the teleost brain. It is presently unknown how and where these error signals are computed, and how they are related to alertness or arousal. Our results provide a starting point to address these questions by dissecting the mechanisms of error detection at the level of individual neurons and circuits.

Online Methods {#S8}
==============

Animal models {#S9}
-------------

All experiments were performed in adult (5 -- 21 months old) zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) of both sexes. Fish were raised and kept under standard laboratory conditions (26--27°C; 13 h/11 h light/dark cycle). All experiments were approved by the Veterinary Department of the Canton Basel-Stadt (Switzerland).

Calcium imaging was performed using Tg(neuroD:GCaMP6f) fish^[@R36]^ in a nacre background. Tg(SAGFF212C:Gal4), Tg(UAS:ArchT-GFP) fish were created from Tg(SAGFF212C:Gal4), Tg(UAS:GFP) fish and Tg(UAS:ArchT-GFP) fish by multiple crossings. Tg(SAGFF212C:Gal4), Tg(UAS:GFP) fish were created by the gene trap method described by Asakawa et al.^[@R51]^. ArchT-GFP encodes a fusion protein consisting of the light-sensitive proton-pump archaerhodopsin-3 (Arch^[@R52]^) and GFP. Tg(UAS:ArchT-GFP) fish were generated using the Tol2Kit^[@R53]^, involving a multisite recombination reaction (Invitrogen Multisite Gateway manual Version D, 2007) between p5E--UAS (5xUAS and E1b minimal promoter^[@R54]^), pME--ArchT-GFP (first-generation archaerhodopsin-3 fused to GFP^[@R52]^), and p3E--polyA as entry vectors, and pDestTol2CG2 as destination vector^[@R53]^.

Overview of the experimental procedure {#S10}
--------------------------------------

Light-weight head bars were fabricated from stainless steel syringe needles and attached to the skull of the fish using tissue glue and dental cement under anesthesia. After gluing of head bars to mounting posts, the anesthetic was removed and fish were transferred to the VR environment under the two-photon microscope. During the subsequent 20 -- 30 min, fish were allowed to habituate to the closed-loop VR and gains were adjusted manually until the animal exhibited quasi-periodic swimming behavior. Multiple calcium imaging sessions were then performed in each fish that were separated by 15 min. Within each session, series of 54000 frames (30 min) were acquired and subsequently divided into shorter series (usually 8000 frames; 267 s) for analysis. The field of view was constant in each session and covered one or more forebrain regions. VR perturbations (left-right reversal) were introduced either automatically every 7 min, each lasting for 10 s, or manually every 2 -- 7 min, each lasting 5 -- 10 s. Between imaging sessions, a new field of view was chosen while animals continued to behave in a closed-loop VR.

Head-fixation of adult zebrafish for *in vivo* imaging {#S11}
------------------------------------------------------

Fish were anaesthetized in 0.03% tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222), wrapped in moist tissue and placed under a dissection microscope. Subsequently, 0.01% MS222 was continuously delivered into the mouth through a small cannula. The surgical procedure ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) took approximately 50 min and included gluing head bars to the skull (30 min), removing the skin above the forebrain to improve optical access (5 min), and gluing head bars to the mounting posts (15 min). After surgery basic behaviors of the animal including saccades, locomotion, feeding and social affiliation remained robust ([Supplementary Video 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Step-by-step instructions are provided as a [Supplementary Protocol](#SD7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Virtual reality {#S12}
---------------

A 3D model of the virtual reality system was built using the modelling software Wings 3D. The Python-based game engine Panda3D was used to update the location and angle of the virtual cameras in the VR. A cluster of three virtual cameras was used to capture three adjacent 60 ° x 60 ° (height by width) fields of view side by side (total of 60 ° x 180 °, height by width). Forward swims translated into a forward movement of the virtual cameras and right (left) turns translated into clockwise (counter-clockwise) rotation of the virtual cameras. Collision detection was included to keep the animal at a distance from visible boundaries to prevent pixelation of textures. The virtual cameras were enclosed by an invisible collision sphere that would be pushed back by the invisible collision wall in the 3D model. The camera cluster therefore stopped moving when it hit the wall head-on, or it slid along the wall smoothly when it struck the wall at an angle. The VR also permitted the presentation of dynamic textures such as movies of conspecifics or ellipses inside the tunnels.

Because the scaling between distance units in the VR and physical distance is arbitrary it is not possible to define absolute distances in the VR without additional information for calibration. Assuming a scaling factor of 5 mm/VR unit, which results in a realistic size of fish in movie displays (approximately 25 mm), the diameter of the arena would be 30 cm, and the long and short axes of the invisible collision boundary would be 20 cm and 10 cm, respectively.

The movie of conspecifics contained two females and one male with a maximal angular size of 20 °. The ellipse movie consisted of 3 vertically oriented ellipses of similar size that followed the same motion path. The VR was projected onto back projection film (DILAND SCREEN, DGP) on the outside of a custom-built, semi-hexagonal tank made of polymethyl methacrylate (10 cm per side, 8 cm high). Three projectors (AAXA P3, with RGB LEDs and LCoS display) arranged at 60 ° projected segments of the VR onto the three sides of the semi-hexagon. The red, green and blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of the projectors were gated by the line trigger signal (TTL) from the resonant scanner (Cambridge Technology, CRS 8 kHz) of the two photon microscope using a custom-built circuit^[@R55]^ to achieve fast rise and fall times of the LED output.

Tail tracking and inference of virtual movement {#S13}
-----------------------------------------------

The tail of the head-fixed fish was illuminated from the side using an infrared light (805 nm, Roithner Lasertechnik, RLT80810MG) and monitored from below using a camera (Point Grey, Dragonfly2). A short pass filter (\<875 nm, Edmund Optics, \#86-106) and a long pass filter (\>700 nm, Edmund Optics, \#43-949) were positioned in front of the camera to block infrared light from the femtosecond laser and visible light from the projectors, respectively. Camera settings, real-time behavioral analysis, visuomotor gain control and movie presentations in the VR were controlled by a custom program written in LabVIEW (National Instruments; <https://github.com/HUANGKUOHUA/Zebrafish-in-virtual-reality.git>). Tail movements were recorded at a resolution of 90 by 70 pixels (lateral x rostro-caudal) at 50 Hz. The shape of the tail was analyzed in real-time and represented by seven equally spaced points along the tail using a custom routine^[@R56]^ that was further modified. The curvature and the undulation frequency of the caudal part of the tail was quantified to infer the swimming trajectory and to update the position and angle of virtual cameras. Every zero-crossing of the tail curvature triggered a forward movement that decayed exponentially (decay constant, τ = 190 ms). Thus, fast symmetric tail undulations were most efficient in driving forward swims in the VR. The amplitude of turns was derived from the bending direction and the curvature of the caudal tail. In each video frame, a right bend triggered a right turn in proportion to the tail curvature, followed by an exponential decay (τ = 190 ms). A sequence of unilateral tail bends was therefore most efficient in driving rotations. Linear and angular updates of the VR only occurred during active swimming which was defined by the intensity of tail movements (see below) so that an inactive fish with a curved tail did not cause a rotation of the VR. $$\mathit{Angular}\;\mathit{update} = \alpha \times {\Sigma_{n = 0}^{3}{c(t - n)}} \times {r_{\propto}}^{- n} \times (1 - r_{\propto}),$$ where α is the angular gain, c is the caudal curvature of the tail, *r*~∝~ is the decay constant (0.9). $$\mathit{Forward}\;\mathit{update} = \beta \times {\Sigma_{n = 0}^{3}{\delta(t - n)}} \times {r_{\beta}}^{- n} \times (1 - r_{\beta}),$$ where β is the forward gain, *δ* = 1 if a zero-cross of caudal tail curvature occurs, otherwise *δ* = 0, *r*~β~ is the decay constant (0.9).

The gains of the forward swims and turns in the VR were initially set to a default value: angular gain = 2, forward gain = 0.3. During the first 20 -- 30 min in the VR and before collection of behavioral and imaging data, swimming behavior was observed by the experimenter. If struggling or inactivity were observed, gains were slightly modified, and further fine gain adjustments were made thereafter ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These adjustments were made because we expected optimal gain settings to vary between individuals due to differences in strength, body shape and other parameters.

VR combined with two-photon microscopy {#S14}
--------------------------------------

Adult zebrafish were head-fixed and positioned at the rear center of the water-filled VR chamber (water depth 7 cm), ca. 3 cm below the water surface. A 16x water-immersion objective with a working distance of 3 mm (Nikon, CF175 LWD 16xW) or a 20x water-immersion objective with a working distance of 1.7 mm (Zeiss, Plan-Apochromat 20xW) were used for two-photon imaging. A custom-designed water-proof sleeve allowed for immersion of objectives \>3 cm below the water surface. A custom-built multiphoton microscope with resonant scanners was used to acquire series of images with 512 x 512 pixels at a rate of 30 Hz using custom-written software based on Scanimage^[@R36],[@R57]^. Because the photomultiplier tube (PMT) was gated on alternating lines, the effective resolution was 512 x 256 pixels at 30 Hz. GCaMP6f fluorescence was imaged through the intact skull using an excitation wavelength of 920 nm with a power of 50 mW at the sample. The microscope did not include compensation for group velocity dispersion or other optical components designed to optimize imaging depth.

In contrast to a head-fixed rodent, where the objective front lens can be shielded from ambient light by the skull and head plate^[@R10]^, a substantial amount of photons from the virtual reality entered the objective lens. We therefore temporally separated calcium imaging from the VR by gating the LEDs of the projector and the fluorescence-detecting PMT (H11706P-40, Hamamatsu) in a non-overlapping manner. The TTL line clock of the resonant scanner (Cambridge Technology, CRS 8 kHz) was used as a gating signal to switch between VR illumination and fluorescence detection on alternating lines using a data acquisition board with a retriggering function (National Instruments, PCIe-6321). The projector LEDs were turned ON for 24 μs during the turnaround period of the resonant scanner while the shutter circuit of the PMT was switched to low gain. To further reduce optical contaminations a notch filter (514.5/25 nm, OD 4, Edmund Optics) was positioned in front of each projector and an additional band-pass filter (510/50 nm, Chroma) was positioned in front of the PMT. Between imaging sessions, the resonant scanner was not scanning and the projector LEDs were triggered by an 8 kHz TTL signal generated by a data acquisition board (National Instruments) to maintain the VR. The frame count of the two-photon recording (30 Hz) was stored in each video frame (50 fps) to ensure precise frame-to-frame mapping between behavioral recordings and activity measurements.

Behavioral analysis in head-restrained adult zebrafish {#S15}
------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the probability of animal position in the VR, the virtual position of the animal was labeled by a pixel value of 1 on a background of zeros and averaged across recording frames. The resulting residence probability was convolved by a normalized Gaussian mask (σ = 2 cm). The side preference index (SPI) of each animal was calculated from the mean of the normalized position (between -1 and 1) along the long axis of the VR during the analysis time window (90 s). ΔSPI = SPI (movie vs. empty tank) - SPI (empty tank vs. empty tank). Movies of conspecifics and ellipses were presented for 40 - 300 s.

Intensity of tail movements was quantified by the mean of the absolute difference in pixel values between adjacent video frames. To detect swim events, tail movement intensity trace was binarized using a threshold of three standard deviations calculated from the lower half of the distribution. Binarized events separated by a duration \<100 ms were fused. The onset of a swim event was defined as the onset of these binarized events. The duration of a swim event was defined as the interval between adjacent swim onsets. Each swim event thus consisted of an active period (with tail movement) followed by an inactive period (without tail movement).

The onset of BREPs was determined by visual inspection of the behavioral video. Usually, a transition in motor behavior was detected because fish started to perform unilateral bends of the caudal tail followed by vigorous and often bilateral movements of the whole tail, including the rostral trunk of the body ([Supplementary Video 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In some cases fish clearly responded to VR perturbations with increased motor output, but an abrupt transition in tail beat structure was not detectable. In such cases, BREP onset was set to the 3^rd^ tail flick after the VR perturbation.

Behavioral analysis in freely-swimming adult zebrafish {#S16}
------------------------------------------------------

Responses to movies of conspecifics and abstract shapes were analyzed in 64 freely swimming adult zebrafish. The behavior of individual freely swimming fish was recorded in a rectangular tank (L\*W\*H = 20\*10\*15 cm, water depth 10 cm) for one hour at 10 Hz. The long walls of the tank were made of white PVC with matt surfaces. The short walls were made of anti-reflection glass (LUXAR, Glas Trösch, Switzerland) to prevent interactions of fish with their mirror image. The bottom was covered with a diffusor to prevent reflections. An infrared LED panel illuminated the tank from below for video imaging from above. Movies were identical to those used in the VR. Each movie was presented to the animal for 20 s on LCD monitors behind the short walls of the tank. Four tanks were positioned in parallel to increase the throughput of the assay. Animal in different tanks could not see each other and were presented with independent movies.

Analysis of spontaneous swimming behavior in the absence of movies was performed with a different group of fish (n = 18). The behavior of individual freely swimming fish was recorded in a rectangular tank (L\*W\*H = 30\*15\*20 cm, water depth 10 cm) for one hour at 30 Hz. The center of mass of the animal was labeled with a pixel value of 1 on a background of zeros and the average of all recording frames was convolved by a normalized Gaussian mask (σ = 2 cm) to generate the residence probability map.

To measure the intensity of tail movements, an image patch with the fish at the center (100 by 100 pixels) was extracted from each video frame and the mean of the absolute difference in pixel values between adjacent frames was calculated. The side preference index, swim event onset and swim event period were defined by the procedure described above.

Definition of brain regions in the dorsal pallium {#S17}
-------------------------------------------------

Anatomical definitions of canonical subdivisions of the dorsal pallium in adult zebrafish vary somewhat between previous studies^[@R39],[@R39],[@R40]^. We adopted the definitions of Aoki et al.^[@R40]^ with minor modifications because this definition best matched landmarks in the fluorescence images of the dorsal telencephalon from Tg(neuroD:GCaMP6f) fish. At the end of the experiment, two-photon image stacks of the dorsal pallium were acquired in each fish and forebrain regions were delineated manually based on anatomical features. Dm was separated from other forebrain regions by the sulcus ypsilonformis. cDc was separated from rDc by a boundary that was visible in the NeuroD:GCaMP6f expression ([Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This boundary appears to correspond to a boundary in parvalbumin expression^[@R40]^. Dl was lateral to rDc at the rostral end of the forebrain but covered rDc at a more caudal position^[@R39]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Post-processing of calcium imaging data and extraction of neuronal ROIs {#S18}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In each session, a single field of view was recorded for 30 min at 30 Hz. The 54000 frames were then separated into six files with 8000 frames per file (267 seconds) and one file with 6000 frames. For visualization, images were smoothed by a mild 2D Gaussian filter (s.d. 1 pixel in each direction).

Motion artifacts comprised two main types that were easily detectable by maximum projections of image series along the time axis because they resulted in blurring. The first type was a transient movement of the brain in both lateral (x, y) and axial (z) directions during episodes of struggling. These image shifts were usually small (\<1 μm) and reversible ([Fig. 3b-g](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No obvious image shifts were observed during spontaneous swim events or during BREPs, which are smaller in intensity and duration ([Supplementary Fig. 11](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In rare cases, struggling resulted in a change in the z-position that was not fully reversible. Such a shift, as well as large transient shifts in any direction, resulted in substantial blurring of the maximum projection. The second type was a slow drift (\<1 μm/min) in the horizontal plane towards the rostral direction that was observed occasionally. Usually, this drift did not substantially influence the analysis of neuronal responses to VR perturbations because the image displacement within the 20 s analysis time window was small. Nonetheless, any files that showed obvious blurring in the maximum projection were excluded from further analyses (4.8% of all files).

ROIs were drawn independently in different files. It is therefore possible that the same neuron appeared more than once in the analysis when ROIs in different files represented the same neuron. In matrices representing the activity of neurons as a function of time, we estimated that each neuron was represented, on average, by 2.9 entries. For the analysis of the same pre-BREP neurons during positive and negative trials ([Fig. 6d,e](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), however, activity traces were concatenated for neurons that were identified reliably across all seven files of a session. This ensured that the same neurons were analyzed during positive and negative trials. ROIs for single neurons were selected manually in ImageJ^[@R58]^ and time traces were averaged across all pixels for each ROI. For calculation of ΔF/F~0~ traces, F~0~ was determined as the mean of the 25 % lowest percentile of the fluorescence trace. ΔF/F~0~ traces were deconvolved to extract relative action potential (AP) probabilities using the Elephant algorithm^[@R42]^ (<https://git.io/vNbsz>).

Analysis of neuronal activity modulated by VR perturbation {#S19}
----------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether a neuron was responsive to the VR perturbation, the difference in ΔF/F between 10 s time windows before and after perturbation onset was calculated. The observed response was compared to the response distribution triggered by 500 random time points on the same activity trace. The neuron was considered responsive in this perturbation trial when the response exceeded the mean of the randomly sampled distribution by two s.d.s. Each combination of a ROI and a VR perturbation is defined as neuron-perturbation pair. Each neuron therefore contributed n neuron-perturbation pairs, where n is the number of VR perturbations that were applied while imaging the neuron.

To investigate how many neurons responded during behavioral transitions in the absence of VR perturbations we identified "spontaneous strong swims" (swim duration \>2 s) during normal visuomotor coupling. A time interval was randomly sampled from the pre-BREP period and paired to the spontaneous strong swim to define an artificial onset. This artificial onset was used to identify responsive neurons by the procedure described above. Each combination of a ROI and a swim event is defined as neuron-swim pair. Each neuron therefore contributed n neuron-swim pairs, where n is the number of swims that were performed while imaging the neuron.

To determine the response onset of individual neurons ([Fig. 6a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) the activity trace from -10 s to +10 s around the perturbation onset was smoothed using a median filter with a 150 ms time span. The lower 70 % of the activity trace before the perturbation were used to calculate the baseline and s.d.. Rising edges were detected from the post-perturbation activity trace using a threshold of 5 s.d.. The first rising edge with a mean activity in the following 1 s higher than three s.d. was defined as the first calcium transient. The combination of criteria for height (five standard deviations) and duration (three standard deviations for 1 s) reliably separated responses from noise. From the rising edge of the response event, a retrograde search was applied for the first time point when the activity was lower than 2 standard deviations. This time point was set as the response onset of the neuron to this respective perturbation.

Clustering of activity traces was performed by affinity propagation^[@R59]^.

Statistical analysis {#S20}
--------------------

We tested for significant differences in the mean using a one- or two-sided t-test, for differences in the median using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, for differences in fractions using a X^2^ test and for differences between angular distributions using a Kuiper's test.
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![Head fixation of adult zebrafish and closed-loop virtual reality.\
**a**, Attachment sites of L-shaped bars for head fixation. Tel: telencephalon; TeO: optic tectum; CB: cerebellum.\
**b**, Photograph of dissected set of stable skull bones. Red shading indicates attachment sites.\
**c**, Top: Schematic of VR projected by three projectors onto a panoramic screen with a 180° field of view. Arrow depicts head-fixed fish. Bottom: dorsal view of head-fixed fish.\
**d**, Synchronization of closed-loop VR and two-photon imaging. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) and the light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of the projector are gated in a non-overlapping manner using the line clock of the 8 kHz resonant scanner (RS) as a trigger. BF: back-projection film; BP: band pass filter; CAM: camera; CL: collimating lens; DM: dichroic mirror; IR: infrared light source; LP: long pass filter; M: mirror; NF: notch filter; OL: objective lens; PJ: projector; SL: scan lens; SP: short-pass filter; Ti:Sa: titanium-sapphire laser; TL: tube lens.\
**e**, Back-projection of the VR onto a semi-hexagonal tank under the microscope (photograph of setup).\
**f**, 3D model of the VR consisting of a cylindrical arena, a flat floor and two tunnels (top). Walls were textured with naturalistic rocks and plants (bottom). A set of three virtual cameras together capture a 180° field of view (green shading). An invisible collision wall (dashed line) kept virtual cameras at a distance from the VR boundaries to prevent pixelation of the texture.\
**g**, Algorithm to update the virtual cameras based on tail movements of head-fixed animals. Forward movement in the VR (green) is triggered by the zero crossings of the caudal tail curvature (black). Angular movement in the VR (red) is proportional to the caudal tail curvature after low-pass filtering. Numbers show total forward movement (10.2 mm and 2.8 mm) and rotation (0.01° and 41.1°) in the examples shown at default gain settings.](EMS85577-f001){#F1}

![Behavioral responses to movies in the closed-loop VR.\
**a**, Schematic of the VR. Head-restrained fish navigated within the transparent collision wall (dashed line) and had visual access to movies presented at the end of the tunnels.\
**b**, Probability of fish position during presentation of different visual stimuli at the end of the tunnels (n = 46 fish). Visual stimuli were (1) a movie of conspecifics in a fish tank, (2) a movie of vertical ellipses that recapitulated the trajectories of conspecifics on the same background, and (3) a static image of a fish tank (empty tank). Between stimulus presentations, the fish tank image was presented at the end of the tunnels.\
**c**, Example of the behavior of an adult zebrafish. Y-axis shows normalized position along the long axis of the VR; colors indicate heading direction. Similar behavior was observed in 9 fish.\
**d**, Distribution of interaction time with visual stimuli. The median interaction time with the empty empty tank was 5.9 s (25^th^ -- 75^th^ percentile = 3.5 s - 10.0 s); the median interaction time with the ellipse movie was 8.9 s (25^th^ -- 75^th^ percentile = 4.4 s - 17.15 s); the median interaction time with the fish movie was 11.1 s (25^th^ -- 75^th^ percentile = 6.1 s - 23.9 s). Interaction time was significantly longer in response to fish movies as compared to ellipse movies (p = 0.0056, two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, n = 515 encounters with fish movies and 200 encounters with ellipse movies) and to the empty tank condition (p = 10^-47^, two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, n = 6864 encounters with tunnels without movie). Interactions with ellipse movies were significantly longer as compared to the empty tank condition (p = 10^-9^, two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test). Box plots show median, 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles. Dots and error bars show mean ± s.d.. Asterisks indicate p \< 0.05 (\*), p \< 0.01 (\*\*), p \< 0.001 (\*\*\*). Interaction time was defined as the time that the visual stimulus remained within the frontal visual field (-45° - 45°) during each encounter. Data was collected from 46 fish.\
**e**, Fraction of time spent near the movie (first of 10 bins along the long axis) under different stimulus conditions. Fish spent significantly more time near the stimulus when the movie contained conspecifics (two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.002; n = 46 fish) and to the control condition (two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.038; n = 46 fish). Box plots, error bars and asterisks are defined as in **d**.\
**f**, Stimulus-induced change in side preference index (SPI). Head-restrained animals exhibited a significant bias towards movies of conspecifics (p = 0.0096, two-sided t-test, n = 46 fish) but not towards ellipse movies (p = 0.81, two-sided t-test, n = 46 fish). The SPI is defined as the mean of the normalized position along the long axis (between -1 and 1) during stimulus presentation. The change in SPI is defined as ΔSPI = SPI (movie vs. empty tank) - SPI (empty tank vs. empty tank). Error bars represent mean ± s.e.m. and asterisks indicate p \< 0.01 (\*\*).\
**g**, Body orientation during presentation of conspecifics or ellipses. Body orientation was significantly biased towards the movies of conspecifics (p ≤ 0.001, Kuiper's test, n = 3091 orientation measures) and ellipses (p ≤ 0.001, Kuiper's test, n = 1201 orientation measures). Body orientation was measured every 30 s. Radial unit represents 2.5% of total recording time.](EMS85577-f002){#F2}

![Quantification of brain motion during motor output.\
**a**, Simultaneous recording of neuronal activity and behavior in Tg(neuroD:GCaMP6f) fish. Left: time-averaged raw fluorescence (top) and maximum intensity projection of mean-subtracted image series, revealing active neurons (bottom). Right: traces of calcium signals (ΔF/F) from individual neurons (green; numbers indicate neurons in the maximal projection image) together with the simultaneously recorded tail movement intensity (black). Experiments with similar results were repeated in 26 fish.\
**b**, Time-averaged fluorescent image of GFP-expressing interneurons acquired in an adult Tg(SAGFF212C:Gal4), Tg(UAS:ArchT-GFP) zebrafish during behavior (30 s; single focal plane). Recordings of brain motion and tail movement (**b** - **g**) were repeated in 2 fish.\
**c**, Image motion in the field of view in **b** (red) in X (medial-lateral direction) and Y (rostro-caudal direction) during tail movements (black). Positive values of X and Y correspond to leftward and forward motion, respectively. The recording was performed in the dark. Asterisk: an episode of U-shaped tail bends (at approximately 230 s). Image motion was measured by cross correlation of individual, raw images to the mean of a stable image series. The resolution of the measurement is 0.82 μm in X and 0.32 μm in Y.\
**d** - **g**. Selected single frames of a two-photon imaging time series (33 ms per frame; top, raw data; [Supplementary Video 2](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the simultaneously recorded video frames of the tail (bottom). Grey dashed lines indicate time (in **c**) of the respective frames.\
**h**, Mean image displacement in X and Y aligned on swim onset. Shading indicates s.e.m. (n = 40 swim events).\
**i**, Image displacement in X and Y aligned on swim offset.\
**j**, Fraction of neurons that could be continuously identified as a function of recording time (manual tracking of 224 neurons in 10 fields of view from 8 fish). Box plots show median, 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles. Dots and error bars show mean ± s.d..](EMS85577-f003){#F3}

![Region-specific neuronal activity in the telencephalon of adult zebrafish.\
**a**, Wide-field fluorescence image of the head of an adult zebrafish expressing neuroD:GCaMP6f.\
**b**, Neuronal activity pattern of adult zebrafish forebrain imaged using a two-photon microscope through the intact skull after removal of the skin. Active neurons (dark) were revealed by a maximum projection of pixel intensities along the time axis of a mean-subtracted image series (90 s). Similar activity patterns were observed in 26 fish.\
**c**, Calcium signals of a swim-modulated neuron (ΔF/F; green), estimated AP probability (red), and intensity of tail movement (black). Asterisks depict onsets of swim events. Right: AP-triggered average of calcium transient. Dashed line depicts decay time constant of 0.9 s. Swim-modulated neurons were identified in 26 fish.\
**d**, Mean AP probability in different brain regions and animals. Each circle represents one fish (n = 26; error bars represent s.e.m.). Neural activity was significantly higher in Dl than in other forebrain areas (two-sided t-test, p = 10^-13^, 10^-7^, 10^-5^ for comparison to Dm, cDc, rDc, respectively). Activity in rDc was significantly higher than in Dm (two-sided t-test, p \< = 0.014). Other pairwise comparisons were not significant (two-sided t-test, p = 0.25 for Dm compared to cDc, p = 0.26 for cDc compared to rDc). Asterisks indicate p \< 0.05 (\*) and p \< 0.001 (\*\*\*).\
**e**, Mean AP probability of a swim-modulated neuron triggered on swim onsets (red; n = 126 events) and on random time points (black; n = 500). Shading shows s.e.m.; inset shows the difference in AP probability between 0.5 s time windows immediately before and after the onset of swim events. A neuron was considered swim-modulated when the distribution of swim-triggered responses was significantly higher (p \< 0.05; one-sided t-test) from randomly triggered responses.\
**f**, Probability that the activity of individual neurons is modulated by swimming as a function of detection stringency (p-value of one-sided t-test as described in **e**). Dashed black line depicts probability of swim modulation for stringency of p \< 0.05 in cDc (9.4%), rDc (7.7%), Dl (5.5%) and Dm (3.8%). Data was pooled from 26 fish.](EMS85577-f004){#F4}

![Behavioral responses to visual feedback mismatch.\
**a**, Schematic showing VR updates during normal and reversed visuomotor coupling. Reversals of 5 - 10 s with a mean duration of 7.5 s were introduced every 2 -- 7 minutes with a mean inter-event interval of 5 minutes. Symbols represent hypothetical visual cues in the VR.\
**b**, Tail movement intensity (color-coded) in different perturbation trials (rows) as a function of time (x-axis). A visuomotor perturbation was initiated at t = 0. Trials from 26 fish were sorted by the onset of the behavioral response (BREP). The intensity of tail movements was quantified by the mean of the absolute pixel-wise difference between successive video frames.\
**c**, Example trace (from **b**) of tail movement intensity before the VR perturbation (normal VR), during perturbation but before behavioral responses (pre-BREP period), and during behavioral responses (BREP period). Asterisks indicate the onset of swim events. Intensity of tail movement was quantified as in **b**.\
**d**, Intensity of tail movement (quantified as in **b**) during normal visuomotor coupling, during the pre-BREP period, and during the BREP period. Each plot symbol represents one fish (normal VR vs. pre-BREP, p = 0.07; normal VR vs. BREP, p = 10^-10^; pre-BREP vs. BREP, p = 10^-9^; two-sided pairwise t-test; n = 26 fish). Asterisks indicate p \< 0.001 (\*\*\*). Inset, mean intensity of tail movement triggered on the onset of swim events during normal visuomotor coupling (black) and during the pre-BREP period (yellow). The mean and s.e.m. were calculated over perturbation trials (n = 303 positive trials from 26 fish) after averaging swim events within each trial.](EMS85577-f005){#F5}

![Prediction error signals in the zebrafish forebrain.\
**a**, Distribution of neuronal response onset times relative to BREP onset. Green: responses that started after perturbation onset but before BREP onset (pre-BREP responses; n = 382); red: responses that started after BREP onset (BREP responses; n = 500). Inset shows abrupt change in response onset probability at BREP onset. Black: probability of response onsets around the onsets of spontaneous strong swims in the normal VR.\
**b**, Probability of observing a response (change in ΔF/F within adjacent 10 s time windows) at randomly selected time points (2.60 ± 0.17 %; mean ± s.e.m.; n = 26 fish), around the onset of spontaneous strong swims in a normal VR (2.45 ± 0.55 %), and around the onset of visuomotor perturbations (13.4 ± 1.05 %). Spontaneous strong swim are swim events \>2 s in duration. Box plots show median, 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles. Dots and error bars show mean ± s.d..\
**c**, AP probability of swim modulated pre-BREP responses (n = 63) triggered on swim onset during normal visuomotor coupling (dark) and during the pre-BREP period (light, shading indicates s.e.m.). Bar depicts the first 230 ms when tail movement was indistinguishable between the two conditions ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).\
**d**, Activity of the same set of pre-BREP neurons in positive trials (124 trials; aligned on BREP onset) and negative trials (106 trials). Green: Average response, black: tail movement intensity, during positive (top) and negative (bottom) trials. The analysis included only neurons that showed pre-BREP responses in at least 50% of the positive trials, and that were also recorded in at least one negative trial (n = 65 neurons, shading indicates s.e.m.). Activity in negative trials was aligned to the median delay of BREPs in positive trials because animals did not show a BREP. Bars indicate the median delay (2.06 s) between perturbation onset and BREP onset in positive trials. Data from 13 fish.\
**e**, Activity difference between the pre-BREP period of positive trials (P1 in **d**) and the corresponding time window in negative trials (P2 in **d**). Each symbol represents a neuron (n = 65). The mean difference was significantly greater than zero (p = 10^-7^, two-sided pairwise t-test). Asterisks indicate p \< 0.001 (\*\*\*).\
**f**, Probability of observing the onset of responses to visuomotor perturbation during the pre-BREP and BREP period in the dorsal forebrain. Total number of neuron-perturbation pairs in Dm, cDc, rDc and Dl were 2520, 805, 882, and 2883, respectively. Control is shown in [Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](EMS85577-f006){#F6}
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